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This book is a modest expansion of a column I posted 
on my Coffee Coaster Website.1 The column sprang 
from feelings of desperation that no matter how 
objective the facts or rock-solid the arguments, the truth 
of things never seems to penetrate the controlled media 
and information systems of the powers that be (PTB). 
The people keep getting crap from the mainstream 
journalistic hierarchy… and too many good citizens of 
stature—who pride themselves on ‘being informed’—
fall for the crap. 

Are the people being systematically lied to? Yes. 
Do the lies serve to destroy the people? Yes. 
Will the people come to see and say reality? Yes? 
That’s the point of my column and this booklet: By 

boldly asserting seven of the more timely self-evident 
truths—or demolishing the lies, depending on how you 
look at it—I hope to coalesce a critical mass of 
understanding that breaks thru el barrier de crapola.  

Why are humans so susceptible to lies of perceived 
authority? A May 2012 column by Robin Koerner2 
expresses an essential reason condensed by Goethe: 

“We only see what we know.” 

Also, what we regard as true depends on what we 
regard as valid sources of information. For this book, 
pretend you’re Joe Friday seeking “only the facts, 
ma’am.” Become as a child seeing with your own eyes.  

                                              
1 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1768  
2 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/robin-koerner/paradigm-lost-why-the-
rev_b_1455069.html?  

http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1768
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/robin-koerner/paradigm-lost-why-the-rev_b_1455069.html
http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1768
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/robin-koerner/paradigm-lost-why-the-rev_b_1455069.html
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A Crucial Time 

Along with my Coffee Coaster site, I have authored 
several books with libertarian and human interest 
content.3 My goal has been to elevate the simple 
nonaggression principle to the highest moral standard 
in society. In pursuit of that goal I have come to see 
spiritual awareness as integral to realization of a free 
society—with journalistic truth as the sine qua non, 
even the prime mover, of that enlightenment.  

The hard fact is our country cannot survive wars of 
conquest based on lies; torture, mass murder, and 
extrajudicial killings as official policy; horrific state 
crimes w/o prosecution… while the people go about 
their business—glued to their sports and reality TV, 
drinking their beers, eating their triple-cheese pizzas—
as if nothing is wrong. The denial and turning away 
must end; the health of our society and our souls 
requires that we stand boldly for what we know.  

Note on Presentation 

The origin of this book on the Web reveals itself with 
a large number of Web-address references, which I 
have chosen to identify on the same page they appear. I 
apologize where that may give a cluttered view.  

To facilitate wide distribution of the Truth Torpedo, I 
am making it available for free in PDF form at this 
location: brianrwright.com/TT.pdf. Further, I have 
composed that PDF document so each of the link 
references are active.  

                                              
3 All referenced Brian Wright books and works in progress appear in this 
document: http://www.brianrwright.com/Author.pdf 

http://brianrwright.com/TT.pdf
http://www.brianrwright.com/Author.pdf
http://www.brianrwright.com/Author.pdf
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You CAN handle the truth! 

Exasperated that the ruling class aggressively blanks out 
our standard liberty arsenal of humanitarian ideas, the 
author launches his ultimate weapon. 

Truth—the Ultimate ‘Weapon’ 
How many guys of my baby boomer generation remember 
sitting around the college dorms (on Friday night, no less) 
watching Star Trek? Whenever the Enterprise found itself in a 
major battle and the phaser banks neared exhaustion, Captain 
Kirk would order Chekov to fire the heavy artillery, the ultimate 
weapon: the Photon Torpedo. Then, FWAP! The heavens 
instantly flashed white, and Bah Bah to the Klingons or 
Romulans or whatever fleet of Galactic Pond Scum felt it could 
mess with our high-flying Federationistas.  

As I write in the Sacred Nonaggression Principle 
(SNaP),4 the human species is moving along the 
Nonaggression Vector 
toward the next stage of 
consciousness—reflected 
politically in the ‘New 
Paradigm:’ a free, 
healthful, and abundant society. But a major barnacle 
on the ass of progress—the Barrier Cloud5—remains, 
stubbornly blocking our path. {The Barrier Cloud, as 
described in the booklet[5] below, is a complex neural-
sociological impediment to human fulfillment caused 
externally by a vicious sect of the Men of the Power 
Sickness (MOPS)6 and internally, in the masses, by a 

                                              
4 http://www.deaggress.org/#8  
5 http://www.deaggress.org/#1  
6 Please see my Note on Acronyms, page 3 

http://www.deaggress.org/#8
http://www.deaggress.org/#1
http://www.deaggress.org/#8
http://www.deaggress.org/#1
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persistent primitive brain structure stuck on yielding 
blindly to social authority.} 

Little Boy Truths (LBTs) 
We now have it within our power to blast thru and 

end the Barrier Cloud: The SNaP (essentially the 
Freedom Philosophy),7 lived from the grass roots, is the 
practical antidote to the MOPS patriarchy. A corollary 
and condition of the SNaP is Truth: that is, 
foundational truths embraced and asserted by millions. 
Because these truths are so apparent to normal people I 
regard them in the same manner as the little boy who, 
in Hans Christian Andersen’s The Emperor’s New 
Clothes, sees and asserts that the king is naked. 

My so-called Little Boy Truths pertain to: 

1. The 9/11 attacks 
2. Obama’s qualifications for president 
3. Global warming 
4. Chemtrails—atmospheric geoengineering 
5. ‘Cabalization’—Western financial oligarchy 
6. US Government as a terrorist organization 
7. The federal ‘income’ tax 

Please, whether or not you are inclined to agree with 
my arguments, do access the referenced literature. Do 
not reject evidence a priori—e.g. “the US government 
would never do that” or “government and corporate 
experts support the official story”—and focus purely on 
the empirical facts. Also note that if a theory consists of 
a set of interconnected causal chains, the disproof of 

                                              
7 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=547  

http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=547
http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=547
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only one cause disproves the theory. For example, if no 
empirical evidence exists—no evidence8 does exist—
that a Boeing 757 struck the Pentagon, the Official 
Conspiracy Theory of 911 (OCT911) fails. 

A note on acronyms: 
These are the main abbreviations I use in this 

booklet, along with a brief rationale: 
• ������� �	�
��
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8 To be genuine evidence, an item must be publicly, independently 
verifiable. A government-body assertion that, say, passenger and crew 
remains were gathered and systematically identified according to the 
most rigorous forensic standards before being destroyed is simply an 
assertion. [An assertion doubly dubious for the evidence having been 
destroyed. (Triply dubious for government destroying it.)] 
9 MOPS is a generic term. The specific MOPS hierarchy that dominates 
Western Society today is the relevant subset; this hierarchy thru the 
centuries has acquired great wealth and a death grip of control. Several 
terms exist for the current dominating MOPS sect: Borg, Power Elite, 
<central controlling entity>, Kleptocons, etc. The Matrix (as in the movie 
of that name) is a good analogy and as good a term as any.  
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Method 
My approach in this book is simply as messenger. 

Most of the fundamental work of discovery and 
argument has been performed by a courageous and 
competent citizen truth-army of researchers and writers. 
For the most part I simply refer to whom I regard as 
most notable, then link to their specific output.  

Audience 
The Truth Movement 

stands at a moment of truth. 
Those vested in lies and 
coverup desperately try to 
hold on to their control of 
information. Thus I aim my 
booklet at the person young 
or old with at least a 30% open mind, and who is as 
fearless as the little boy in Andersen’s parable—you 
are the readers who will change the world. 

Except as you become as a little child, you cannot 
enter the kingdom of heaven. — Jesus  

I also aim at my friends who yet cringe in denial that 
their Old Paradigm of US power is rotted with lies and 
atrocities. I feel for you, but you must open your eyes 
and see the pathetic Little Man behind the curtain of 
GOTUS power: “Don’t be the last kid on the block to 
acknowledge the Emperor is naked.” In the Grand 
Scheme of the Cosmos, it doesn’t matter whether you 
have long been an obvious-truth denier or any character 
quality that reveals—it solely matters that you ‘come to 
Jesus’ in the end. None will bid you eat crow. � 
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OCT911: Blatantly false and fraudulent (P:100%)10 

From the gitgo, the American people have been sold a bill 
of goods by their would-be slaveholders. The chutzpah of 
the likely 9/11 orchestrators is more than astounding.  

The official conspiracy theory of the 9/11/01 attacks 
holds that 19 radical Arab Muslims, taking orders from 
a CIA resource undergoing dialysis in a cave in 
Afghanistan, commandeered four aircraft and, 
penetrating the most advanced military defenses in 
history, flew them into the World Trade Center (WTC), 
the Pentagon, and, unintentionally, Pennsylvania dirt—
thus causing the destruction of WTC1, WTC2, and 
WTC7, the latter not being struck by an airplane. Even 
ignoring the fact that at least nine of the alleged 
hijackers were alive and well on 9/12/01,11 terabytes of 
hard, cold data and analyses incisively and exhaustively 
obliterate OCT911 for any mind of reason. 

David Ray Griffin has published perhaps the best 
short refutation of OCT911.12 Please read it. Since 2006 
I’ve written several columns and reviews in the Coffee 
Coaster. My two best 911 Truth clinchers are:  

a) Buildings do not disintegrate symmetrically at 
free fall speed without the use of explosives. 
WTC1 and WTC2 fell at near free-fall speed; 

                                              
10 A Little Boy Truth is by definition self-evident—probability (P) = 
100%—but we’re dealing with complex issues and assertions. So I’m 
conceding that at least some of my Little Boy Truths do not have the 
100% probability of metaphysical certainty; the P% for each LBT shows 
my confidence factor. 
11 http://www.welfarestate.com/911/  
12 http://www.brianrwright.com/Griffin.pdf (Also ref. Ken Jenkins on psych 
resistance to 911T: http://davidraygriffin.org/the-truth-is-not-enough)  

http://www.welfarestate.com/911/
http://www.welfarestate.com/911/
http://www.brianrwright.com/Griffin.pdf
http://www.brianrwright.com/Griffin.pdf
http://davidraygriffin.org/the-truth-is-not-enough
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WTC7 fell at exactly free fall speed. Therefore, 
the perps had prior access. Who? 

b) The owner of the WTCs, Zionist13 superstar 
Larry Silverstein,14 is caught on video with his 
hand on the plunger demolishing WTC7.15 He 
also profited handsomely from a $7 billion 
insurance payout on the WTC complex.  

A third decisive blow to the OCT: massive official 
destruction of evidence—under orders of then mayor, 
Rudolph Giuliani.16 [In a normal crime investigation, 
Silverstein and Giuliani would be arrested as suspects 
immediately; then police and prosecutors would pursue 
suspected coconspirators.] 

So What? 
The official conspiracy theory of 9/11 is the Big Lie 

of the Millennium… and the even Bigger Coverup. All 
you have to do is read David Griffin’s summary 
document[12] with a slightly open mind. So many other 
quality works exist. If you’re moved by engineering 
and science, visit the Architects and Engineers site 
(AE911Truth.org). Don’t forget the landmark Internet 
boy-wonders video, Loose Change.17 

Virtually none of the researchers of 9/11 starts out as 
a skeptic of the official story then comes to accept it—
whereas, daily, thousands abandon the OCT for 

                                              
13 Regarding a strong Zionist-Israeli state role in 9/11, Jewish former US 
Marine and director of the US Army War College Dr. Alan Sabrosky lays 
out a convincing case: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPgs-82XjGY   
14 http://crimesofzion.blogspot.com/2007/06/silverstein-and-911.html  
15 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2q2mD2HaKA&NR=1  
16 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=673  
17 http://www.loosechange911.com/  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPgs-82XjGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPgs-82XjGY
http://AE911Truth.org
http://crimesofzion.blogspot.com/2007/06/silverstein-and-911.html
http://crimesofzion.blogspot.com/2007/06/silverstein-and-911.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2q2mD2HaKA&NR=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2q2mD2HaKA&NR=1
http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=673
http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=673
http://www.loosechange911.com/
http://www.loosechange911.com/
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alternative, nonludicrous explanations. The perps 
remain at large; the moral fiber of the American people 
strains for a real investigation and prosecution… along 
with vast indictments for the war crimes and systematic 
torture that 9/11 has been used to rationalize.  

The reason 9/11 is the granddaddy of all false-flag 
state terror ops is that the cover story (intentionally) 
pushes the deepest buttons of blind nationalist-
religionist faith inside so many of us. As author James 
Douglass18 puts it:  

 “The extent to which our national security state was 
systematically marshaled for the assassination of 
President John Kennedy remains incomprehensible to us. 
When we live in a system, we absorb a system and think 
in a system. We lack the independence to judge the system 
around us. Yet the evidence we have seen points toward 
our national security state, the systemic bubble in which 
we all live, as the source of Kennedy’s murder and 
immediate coverup.” 

Just substitute ‘9/11 attacks’ for ‘Kennedy’s murder.’ 
For many people, to accept the fact of their cherished 
nation-state system being culpable or complicit in the 
crime of mass murder of its own people is tantamount 
to committing psychological suicide. Instead they 
disconnect and/or deny. But, believe me, no one has 
died coming to the truth, neither will you; instead let 
9/11 Truth serve as your own personal valiant 
catharsis—duplicated with increasing frequency 
millions of times over—leading to a spiritually healthy, 
free, benevolent, and abundant country and world.19  

                                              
18 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=608  
19 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=2000  

http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=608
http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=608
http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=2000
http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=2000
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Obama: A Manchurian20 president (P:95%) 

Let me state my obvious and self-evident truth as follows: 
“Concerns about the authenticity of Obama’s Hawaiian birth 
and his ‘natural-born’ citizenship are completely legitimate.” 

In the early days of Obama’s 
reign, I dismissed most talk of 
quo warranto21 challenge to his 
constitutional eligibility to be 
President. I shouldn’t have. The 
basis for the challenge is:  

1. Nonauthentic birth—
Several documentation 
incongruities shed doubt 
on whether Obama was born in Hawaii (that is, in 
the US); the computer-generated records created 
by the State of Hawaii show altered data.22 

2. Even if his birth is authentic, is he a ‘natural-born’ 
citizen?—The Constitution does not define 
natural-born citizen, and precedent is conflicting. 
All US presidents have been born of US parents, 
except Chester Arthur who successfully hid from 
the public that his father was British. Obama’s 
purported father was Kenyan.  

                                              
20 Meaning in this context ‘serving alien (e.g. stealth oligarchy) interests.’ 
[Note: virtually every president has been controlled, or certainly strongly 
influenced, by a behind-the-scenes financial cabal.] 
21 Quo warranto is a notice of demand to a court that someone claiming 
powers prove to the court that the one claiming powers has the authority 
to execute those powers.  
22 http://www.amazon.com/Wheres-Birth-Certificate-Eligible-
President/dp/1936488299/?tag=thecofcoa-20  

http://www.amazon.com/Wheres-Birth-Certificate-Eligible-President/dp/1936488299/?tag=thecofcoa-20
http://www.amazon.com/Wheres-Birth-Certificate-Eligible-President/dp/1936488299/?tag=thecofcoa-20
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Fortunately, a first-class objective reference exists on 
the Web: Obama Presidential Eligibility—An 
Introductory Primer,23 by Stephen Tonchen. Regardless 
of the motives of anyone questioning Obama’s 
eligibility, objective concerns are valid. The 
straightforward resolution of Item 1 is for Hawaii to 
produce Obama’s original birth certificate for review 
and analysis of independent document experts.24  

As with destruction of evidence in a crime, the 
concealment or withholding or misrepresentation of 
evidence logically implicates you of the offense. 
Obama’s background reveals grooming for office by 
the Western intel mob.25 Upon taking office, he also, by 
executive order, sealed all his public records of school, 
college, selective service, etc. 

So What? 
Some say, “OK, Obama may not have his eligibility 

ducks in a row. Big whoop! What difference does it 
make?” I admit to once feeling that way, too: it’s his 
policies that are hurting us, not his shoddy paperwork, 
Joe Shmoe won’t be any better. Perhaps. But if you 
think about it, you’ll see that a) the Founders were 
reasonably concerned about alien influence and b) 
birth-certificate fraud of such magnitude means at least 
dozens of persons at the pinnacle of GOTUS and the 
US intel mob are highly criminal—highly primed for 
orange jumpsuits and Leavenworth. 

                                              
23 http://people.mags.net/tonchen/birthers.htm  
24 http://static.infowars.com/2012/06/i/general/peers-briefing-2.pdf  
25 http://www.infowars.com/bombshell-barack-obama-conclusively-outed-as-cia-
creation/  

http://people.mags.net/tonchen/birthers.htm
http://people.mags.net/tonchen/birthers.htm
http://static.infowars.com/2012/06/i/general/peers-briefing-2.pdf
http://static.infowars.com/2012/06/i/general/peers-briefing-2.pdf
http://www.infowars.com/bombshell-barack-obama-conclusively-outed-as-cia-creation/
http://www.infowars.com/bombshell-barack-obama-conclusively-outed-as-cia-creation/
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Carbon Reality: Sadly, “Global Thumping” ‘r’ us (P: 90%) 

Fact is, humans are fouling their nest with fossil fuels. But 
even if it’s time for urgent action, handing more power to 
central governments, international bodies, or oil company 
stooges to dictate solutions makes matters far worse.  

As much as the next 
freedom fighter I’d love to 
believe in Earthly wide-
open spaces forever and the 
Frontier Thesis.26 But as of 
this five minutes of 
geologic time, our livable environment is a closed 
system. And the effluent of our major source of 
energy—fossil fuels—is carbon-dioxide (CO2); as in 
the movie Apollo 13, CO2 has been building up in our 
earth-capsule’s air supply.27  

The main concern for imminent decades on Earth is 
that smaller increasing concentrations of carbon cause 
increased atmospheric temperatures28 and ocean 
acidification, both of which, in relatively little 
accretions, can lead to antihuman health-and-life 
conditions. Check out my review of Tom Flannery’s 
The Weather Makers29 for the carbon arithmetic. 
Current rates of fossil-fuel-led CO2 generation will 
double by 2100, which by Greenhouse-Gas Theory 
yields an increase of 5-10 °F in earth temperature.  

                                              
26 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frontier_Thesis  
27 Direct human toxicity levels of carbon are ~25-250 times higher than 
existing concentrations of carbon in the atmosphere.  
28 http://www.lenntech.com/greenhouse-effect/  
29 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1476  
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Truth Torpedo #3: Earth being thumped 
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So, 1: CO2^, 2: CO2^ => Temp^,30 3: Temp^ => 
grandkids choking, seas rising, dogs and cats sleeping 
together, etc. Skeptics exist, but I have found none who 
question increased CO2 as a reality or increasing temps 
as a related reality. (A dwindling few maintain that 
CO2 does not drive temperature.)  

Many in the freedom movement are reluctant to face 
Global Thumping because they fear a globalist-cartel 
solution: ‘Global Culling,’ that is, the Cabal centrally 
controlling energy to deprive the people of fossil fuels 
currently needed for freedom, progress, and life.  

[Also, sadly, scores exist in the freedom movement 
who hold that God built the Earth in seven days: 
“Science, science, we don’t need no stinkin’ science!”]  

To acknowledge the CO2 problem is not to propose a 
particular solution. Libertarians know true answers 
come from recognizing and innovating people’s 
property rights in natural resources.  

So What? 
Candidly, I hesitated to include this Little Boy Truth 

of global warming. The too-typical response among my 
freedom-movement minions is to disparage the notion 
of human-caused poisoning via fossil fuels31 because of 
the statist bogeyman. But we’re all in reality together; 
it’s time to face facts and work out a cooperative fix.   

                                              
30 http://www.lenntech.com/greenhouse-effect/  
31 In discussions on the role of fossil fuels for energy, few mention the 
predilection of the Cabal to suppress alternative-energy technology. 
According to theorionproject.org and other full-disclosure efforts, 
advanced, clean energy systems to supplant our earth-pummeling oil 
infrastructure have been invented and await imminent development. 
Think for a moment: “Who would want to quash nonpolluting, bountiful, 
‘free,’ off-the-grid energy for everyone? Hmmmm.”  
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Chemtrails: Real and alarming (P:97%) 

Are chemtrails real? Go outside, look up, see and feel. 

As Paul Joseph Watson and Alex Jones write in their 
important column Geoengineering: Our Environment 
under Attack 32 (November 14, 2011), “The fact that the 
planet is being bombarded with 
chemicals from high-altitude 
spraying as part of numerous 
geoengineering programs being 
conducted by U.S. government 
agencies and universities that 
have been approved with no 
oversight whatsoever can no 
longer be denied.” The 
chemtrails phenomenon is what 
is known as an ‘open secret:’ The government and its 
network of military, intelligence, and academic 
resources admit the phenomenon every time their 
atmospheric geoengineering data is discussed in 
public33… which is increasingly often. 

Several publications, films, and organizations34 have 
brought to light the depth and breadth of the 
atmospheric geoengineering programs, most of which 
are intended to be secret and have an environmental 
modification purpose. Also refer to the GOTUS 
HAARP (High-Frequency Active Auroral Research 

                                              
32 http://www.infowars.com/geoengineering-our-environment-under-attack/  
33 http://www.cfr.org/projects/world/geoengineering-workshop-on-unilateral-
planetary-scale-geoengineering/pr1364  
34 http://www.consciousnessbeyondchemtrails.com/  
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Truth Torpedo #4: Chemtrails real and alarming 
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Program)35 and other governments’ extremely low 
frequency (ELF) installations, which can cause—and 
arguably have caused—major natural disasters36 by 
intention. Other central governments also maintain 
weather-weaponizing “Project X”37 installations. 

Chemtrails is simply one of many cross-purposed 
secret geoengineering ‘Wizard of Oz’ programs about 
which those in authority are clueless and/or in denial as 
to combined toxic effects. A large share of Global 
Thumping (Little Boy Truth #3) likely stems from the 
MOPS playing God with these weather-mod projects. 

Qualification 
“Hey, Mr. Smartypants, I looked up at the clear skies 

today and not a trace of your so-called chemtrails. In 
fact, only a couple of contrails.” Well, forgive the pun, 
chemtrails go in streaks. In late spring, it seemed there 
wasn’t a sliver of sky left unmasked by the manmade 
crisscrossed plumes. From July, with the extreme heat, 
to late summer now, aerial spraying activity has been 
sparser. It is a government program, after all, subject to 
the vagaries of funding. At least the commenter notes 
the telling difference between chem and con. 

Interestingly, why is the Wikipedia article on the 
subject entitled ‘Chemtrails Conspiracy Theory’? Not 
simply Chemtrails? Is Wiki’s Loch Ness Monster 
article entitled ‘Loch Ness Monster Myth?’  

Stop secret atmospheric modification programs now! 
                                              

35 http://www.infowars.com/weather-wars-and-the-devils-haarp/  
36 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xo-T_KvLNdQ&feature=related  
37 Project X is the name used by Ayn Rand in Atlas Shrugged for an 
energy beam weapon developed by sellout scientists and engineers to 
create fear of the crumbling US government. 
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Cabalization: MOPS conspire to control (P:100%) 

“Dorothy, we’re not in Kansas anymore.” The <central 
controlling entity> is real and deadly to natural human life.  

Back in the day when I cleaved unto the Ayn Rand 
perspective, I saw public affairs as the effect of ideas: 
Good ideas produce good public affairs… because 
those in power ultimately change 
their ways—stop their systematic 
aggression—when educated popular 
pressure bears down upon them. 
According to this view, conspiracies 
of power operate inside an open 
society and are mitigated by 
informed, conscientious public 
opinion. Therefore, large-scale, all-
encompassing conspiracies of power 
do not exist… or at least, they do not persist.  

[Note: If a conspiracy of power does exist, then those 
who deny the conspiracy make its success much easier. 
(Our mainstream media work full time to deny/dispel 
any notion of a hidden antihuman über-oligarchy.)] 

Over the past several years I’ve come to a more 
‘dualistic’ picture: the ultra-powerful exist outside the 
natural social order and, in fact, consciously shape 
much of public opinion thru control of information and 
coordinated application of literally $trillions worth of 
resources. Such immense resources come from booty 
conned and extracted—mainly via debt and war—from 
real people during the past two or three centuries.  



Truth Torpedo #5: MOPS conspire to control 
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Who they are exactly is not so important as that they 
are. But ‘he who has the gold makes the rules,’ and the 
ascending gigabucks of our Cabal-with-a-capital-C stop 
at the pinnacle of the Western financial lootery: the 
Daddy Warbucks for national central banks, the Bank 
of International Settlements in Basel, Switzerland.38  

Who owns/runs that bank? Never guess. The same 
banking dynasties represented by those gilded-ass 
poobahs in the secret meetings at JP Morgan’s Jekyll 
Island, Georgia, club that led to creation of the Federal 
Reserve System in 1913.39 If you want to understand a) 
who the Cabal is and what it has done thru the decades, 
b) how for 100 years it has walked away with much of 
the US productive class’s hard-earned wealth, and c) 
the identity of the banksters who will be signing our 
$100K-plus reparations checks, you absolutely must 
read The Creature from Jekyll Island.[40] 

Learn and Expose 
Creature exposes the Man behind the Curtain, as well 

as showing how his Federal Reserve System central-
banking shell game works. [Knowledge of the 
oligarchy and its crimes against humanity is growing 
exponentially, thanks to the Internet… and to the brave 
men and women doing the research and advocacy. The 
Cabal’s golden goose is nearly cooked.]  

Here I want to express my journalistic appreciation, 
in particular, for Alex Jones et al at Infowars.com and 
its sister site, PrisonPlanet.com. Such sources are 
integral to our migration to a truthful and free society.  

                                              
38 http://www.infowars.com/bank-for-international-settlements-on-big-banks/  
39 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=602  
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GOTUS as a terrorist organization (P:100%) 

GOTUS is a terrorist war criminal, torturer, and killer whose 
unconstitutional acts we must Nullify, deny, then start fresh.  

Many Americans are victims of what David Griffin 
has termed the Blind Nationalist 
Faith syndrome.40 Part of that 
syndrome confers the highest virtue 
on everything the government of the 
United States (GOTUS) does, 
especially if it involves police or 
military action. If this syndrome 
epitomizes your belief—if you 
LOVE the smell of ‘American 
soldiers bombing-jailing-raping-
torturing-slaughtering foreigners’ in 
the morning… and police pepper-spraying grandma—
accept your Holy Flag and Cross Award and read no 
further. Truth and justice mean nothing to you. 

But if you will consider letting go of the nation-state 
addiction, ponder this: “Bombing,41 jailing,42 raping,43 
torturing,44 and slaughtering45 innocent people” is 
official GOTUS policy—as it carries out the global 
genocidal plans46 of the Cabal (MOPS Central).  

                                              
40 http://www.brianrwright.com/Griffin.pdf  
41 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1763  
42 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1202  
43 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=995  
44 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=917  
45 
http://brianrwright.com/Coffee_Coaster/03_Book_Reviews/2008/080925_Bush_Pr
osecution_Murder.htm  
46 http://www.prisonplanet.com/  
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Truth Torpedo #6: GOTUS a terrorist organization 
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GOTUS—in its capacity as enforcer—is a monster, a 
terrorist organization on a rampage of total destruction. 
We are in the end game of the process, all the 
bellwethers are in place: indefinite detention without 
trial,47 presidential extrajudicial killings,48 imminent 
FEMA rape-and-torture camps49 (esp. for ‘patriots’), 
30,000 attack drones to be deployed in the US,50 
continued mass groping and pornoscanning by the TSA 
Gestapo51 (soon to afflict all travel modes), imminent 
plans for aggressive war on <an Anti-Israel Mideast 
Country>.52 The list of GOTUS’ crimes against 
humanity is much longer and deeper than what the 
despicable English Crown imposed on our ancestors. 

In my February 2012 Coffee Coaster column, without 
even trying I came up with a list of 24 ‘insufferable 
acts.’53 GOTUS has crossed the line and is no longer 
legitimate. We must withdraw sanction from it, deny 
consent.54 Then, as Thomas Jefferson wrote, replace it. 

Replace as in arrange for alternative, noncompulsive-
government services. In this election year you can vote 
libertarian. Post election: nullify unconstitutional laws 
via the Tenth Amendment…55 as a start. Ultimately, 
distributed voluntary government under a worldwide 
Nonaggression Protocol will work just fine.  

                                              
47 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=714  
48 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1198  
49 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1202  
50 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=728  
51 http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/tsa-nonsense-and-abuse/time-to-
dismantle-the-tsa.html  
52 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=595  
53 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=376  
54 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=1845  
55 http://www.tenthamendmentcenter.com/  
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‘Income’ tax only on exercise of federal privilege. (P:97%) 

The federal ‘income’ tax is the life blood of GOTUS power. 
Delegitimize the ‘income’ tax to end the Beast.  

The Little Boy Truth #6 about GOTUS’ descent into 
tyranny certainly provides moral grounds for ceasing to 
fund such a creature. But the fact is legally you likely 
owe it nothing anyway.  

For reasons I do not fathom, the 
most financially liberating Little Boy 
Truth—discovered and described by 
a hardworking Detroit-American—
has not broken through the Barrier 
Cloud56 to capture the popular mind. 
This has to change quickly: 

Little Boy Truth #7 is a stone-cold, ironclad proof57 
that the so-called federal income tax applies solely to 
earnings in the exercise of a federal privilege. Which 
means unless your earnings are a consequence of 
employment by, investment in, grants from, or the use 
of stuff owned by the federal government or one of its 
subordinate corporate creations (like the Tennessee 
Valley Authority or the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation) you are technically a ‘nontaxpayer’ 
relative to the tax. The name actually says it all: the 
federal income tax. You can look it up… in this bracing 
exposé by Peter Eric Hendrickson, Cracking the Code: 
The fascinating truth about taxation in America.[58] 

                                              
56 http://www.deaggress.org/#1  
57 http://www.losthorizons.com/Cracking_the_Code.htm  
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Truth Torpedo #7: ‘Income’ tax = excise 
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Icing on the Cake 

For an introductory sketch of the reasoning, read my 
review of Pete’s magnum opus here.58 The truth is 
amazing, and thousands of individuals are receiving 
refunds of ‘income’ taxes and Social Security wrongly 
paid; in general, IRS officials adhere to the law.  

Go to LostHorizons.com to see a sampling of many 
hundreds of these victories by Americans from all 
walks of life who have learned the truth about the tax 
and have stood up to enforce it. Learn this truth for 
yourself and begin doing your part in rolling out this 
All-American Little Boy Truth into all our lives. To do 
so is practical as well as the height of civic virtue. 

You will find that the ‘income’ tax is limited because 
the US Constitution very purposefully set strict controls 
upon federal access to resources. The details of how the 
limits are designed and how they are invoked—how the 
government, in order to serve as a conduit of loot from 
the productive class to the political class, wants to 
evade those limits—are all laid out in Pete's book.[58] 
Find out why it is so important to the sustainability (or 
restoration) of our unique American experiment in 
‘liberty under law’ that each of us act to enforce those 
limits. Read the book, then step up and start exercising 
the critical powers that Leviathan and its beneficiaries 
have been working full-tilt boogie to keep you from 
knowing are yours. 

                                              
58 http://thecoffeecoaster.com/?p=984  
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‘So what?’  

What to do? Aside from attesting to the truths in public and 
handing this book to a friend, the basic prescription is to 
have any bad guys stop their lies and crimes and for the 
people to investigate and prosecute them appropriately.  

Consider again Andersen’s parable, The Emperor’s 
New Suit. After the little boy exclaims that the emperor 
is naked, initially his parents and surrounding townfolk 
try to subdue him:  

“‘Fool!’ his father reprimanded, running after 
him. ‘Don't talk nonsense!’ He grabbed his child 
and took him away. But the boy's remark, which 
had been heard by the bystanders, was repeated 
over and over again until everyone cried: ‘The 
boy is right! The Emperor is naked! It's true!’”  

Thus in the parable the truth-telling youngster is first 
vigorously opposed by family and friends who are 
fearful of their king’s authority. But after the truth is 
‘repeated over and over’ another dynamic takes place: 
no subject wants to defy what is becoming unanimous 
certainty. ‘Fear of the mob’—being thought of by the 
collective as a nonconforming boob—outweighs fear of 
the king. En masse, then, and precipitously, the people 
acknowledge the obvious and the kingdom fails for 
lack of confidence… presumably—I mean, geez, the 
king is a nudist fruitcake! 

This is exactly what will happen to Cabal-GOTUS 
via our Magnificent Seven Truths of the Torpedo—set 
to detonate shortly after publication. If you will rise.  



Truth Torpedo Detonation 

�� 

Recall the famous saying by Gandhi: 

First they ignore you, then they ridicule you, then 
they attack you… then you win.  

In our case, the truths are immediately obvious to 
children. It isn’t like we’re trying to oust the obnoxious 
Brits from a colony. [Cabal-GOTUS cannot ban, say, 
the presentation of 9/11 truth—though they certainly 
would if they could. To do so would amount to a 
blatant admission of its own criminal complicity and 
culpability.] There probably won’t be any physical 
attacks, more than the desperate last-ditch military and 
police-state barbarism we’re already seeing, e.g.: 

� ongoing massive assaults on civil liberties at 
home; mass murder/torture of ‘the other’ away 

� false-flag acts of state terror on the people such as 
the recent ‘lone-nut’ shootings in Colorado  

� dictatorial takeover of the Republican Party to 
exclude freedom candidate Ron Paul 

Thus the truth wins immediately following the 
ridicule phase. What’s more ridiculous than being, or 
supporting, a Naked Emperor?! End of story. 

The Truth Torpedo straightforwardly opens the door 
to a New Paradigm of Nonaggression. So person up, 
attest to the Truths, and share this book with everyone 
you know, today! Then vote Libertarian—
or better yet Live Free—and often. 

You shall know the truth and the truth 
shall set you free. — Jesus 
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Brian Wright was born in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, in 1949. He 
grew up near Kansas City, then 
moved with his family to 
Oklahoma City in junior high. In a 
bookmobile he discovered seminal 
libertarian writings which led to 
his participation in the Goldwater 
campaign for president (1964). 
Moving to Detroit, Brian acquired 
a BSME from Wayne State 
University in 1969. He became a 
passionate advocate for Ayn 
Rand’s artistic vision of heroic individualism; in 1972 he 
cofounded the Libertarian Party of Michigan (LPM). 

[In the early 1970s the secret Michigan State Police Red 
Squad compiled a file on Wright for a lecture advocating 
anarchy.(!)] For the next three decades, he engaged in public 
speaking, writing, and other activities to promote reason and 
liberty. He ran for state representative (1982), secretary of 
state (1986), and US Congress (1994) on the Libertarian 
ticket. [In 1992, Michigan drug police raided Brian’s 
apartment, resulting, seven years later, in a bizarre case 
convicting him of growing a small amount of marijuana in a 
Phototron.(!) This assault by the War on Drugs inspired 
Brian’s migration to the Free State in 2004.] 

From 2002 to present, Brian has embarked on a course of 
more direct action toward achieving political freedom, 
instead of seeking liberty via acquiescence to the American 
nation-state. Jason Sorens’ Free State Project was a catalyst 
fueling Brian’s literary and Web output.59 Brian has also 
become increasingly naturally spiritual in his advocacy.  

                                              
59 http://www.brianrwright.com/Author.pdf  
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